The reality
This is one of the oldest chestnuts around, a truly classic myth. A well-meaning head
teacher decided children should wear safety goggles to play conkers. Subsequently
some schools appear to have banned conkers on ‘health & safety’ grounds or made
children wear goggles, or even padded gloves!
Realistically the risk from playing conkers is incredibly low and just not worth
bothering about. If kids deliberately hit each other over the head with conkers, that’s
a discipline issue, not health and safety.

The reality
There are few greater myths than that health and safety has gone mad. During the
last four years we've debunked some truly ridiculous misrepresentations of health
and safety, including the banning of conkers, firemen's poles and park benches.
We've scotched scare stories about excessive safety signs, rebutted rumours about
onerous risk assessments and kicked back at claims that kids need to be wrapped in
cotton wool.
This trivialisation concerns us. It confuses businesses about their responsibilities and
workers about their rights. HSE publishes advice setting out the sensible and
proportionate steps we can all take to deal with workplace risks properly.
Let us leave you with one thought - health and safety is about saving lives, not
stopping them.

The reality
We've said it all before, but there are still too many reports that HSE and health and
safety law are responsible for all sorts of bans – cheese-rolling events, knitting in
hospitals and even toothpicks!
In reality HSE has banned very little outright, apart from a few high-risk exceptions
like asbestos, which kills around 4000 people a year.
Too often health and safety is used as a convenient excuse, but it's time to challenge
this and remind people to focus on the real risks – those that are still causing people
to be killed, injured or made ill at work.
Challenge the myths, tackle real risks!

